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KUKUŁKA
A Fictional Documentary
“I like to remember things my own way. How I remembered them,
not necessarily the way they happened.” David Lynch, Lost Highway
Directed by: Łukasz Kos ::: Performing: Paweł Chomczyk, Dagmara Sowa, Michael Vogel, Samira
Wenzel, Stefan Wenzel ::: Live-Music: Charlotte Wilde ::: Dramaturgy: Fiona Ebner
Thank you to: Jonas Klinkenberg, Stefanie Oberhoff, Janne Weirup
It starts with a broken cuckoo clock. Found in a shed, in a house deep in the forests of Eastern
Poland, near the city of Białystok. Found by eight people, who are searching the forest, attics,
cellars and church books to find out more about the past of a village. And if they start pulling a
rusty piece of metal in the forest, they find a bed sunk in the forest ground. Like on Ariadne's thread
they pull out more and more trivial and mysterious stories.
What happened to the child, who set off to the dark wood on its tricycle? What about the young
girl's Marian apparition near the deserted Jewish graveyard? And what should we think of a forest,
whose most eerie and dangerous being turns out to be the humans, disregarding the tick, whose
bite was nearly fatal to one member of the research team.
In fragments, memories and particles the unresolved becomes manifest: things in the shadow,
deep down in the ground. Layers and stories from different times, urging to be looked at. How to
deal with this mess? Deep silence. Unanswered questions will live on in the imagination, will keep
asking and will creep into dreams. What was and what if? What now?
Two German and one Polish Ensemble, Wilde & Vogel, Lehmann und Wenzel [both Leipzig, D] and
Grupa Coincidentia [Białystok, PL], the director Łukasz Kos and the dramaturg Fiona Ebner work
together on this fictional documentary. With the help of objects, puppets, music, stories and
fragments from the past they question the history of Solniki 44 (now a theatre in the forest near
Białystok). They are overflowed by uninvited stories and ideas. Like cuckoo's eggs laid in their own
nest.
A performance in English, Polish and German.
„Kukułka“ is a production deriving from the German-Polish project „Biotopia“. Inspired by the
atmosphere and the stories around the Free Theatre Space Solniki 44 (PL) and Westflügel (D) there
were four tryout performances in 2017.
Produced by: Grupa Coincidentia [Białystok/ PL], Lehmann und Wenzel, Wilde & Vogel [Leipzig]
Co-Produced by Westflügel Leipzig
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Kukulka - Technicals

6 X Hanging points for ropes
10 X 1000W PC with barn doors
4 X Profile (S4 Junior)
2 X Flood Light for audience light
3 X Sockets for sound and electronics (separate lines)
1 X Dimmer line on the floor

KU KU LKA - TE C H NICA LS

IN GENERAL WE NEED
- 18 dimmer channels
- one theatre pedestal: 1m x 2m - height 80 cm
- dark smooth stage floor
- two wooden chairs
- many 220 V distributions
- many 220V extension cords
- there will be a small table fireworks in the performance
- cigarettes will be smoked during the performance
- everyone in the audience must be able to see the stage floor
Contact: Michael Vogel, info@figurentheater-wildevogel.de, +49 176 21639683

